
Hunter X Hunter The Last Mission Gon and his friends Killua, Kurapika and 
Leorio, go to see the Battle Olympia tournament at Heavens Arena. The arena 
is packed with spectators comprised of Hunters and VIPs, when theres an 
unexpected raid by an armed group called The Shadow. The VIPs bodyguards 
dont have a chance against the groups leader, Jed, who was believed to be 
long dead. His goal is to avenge the murder of his clan, by the Hunter 
Association. Jed declares death to all Hunters, as he captures Netero and 
seizes Heaves Arena with On, the dark power derived from malice. In order to 
rescue Netero, Gon must defeat Jed and his powerful On. Viz
Tiger & Bunny The Movie The Rising The heroes of Tiger & Bunny are back in 
an all-new feature-length film! Kotetsu T. Kaburagi, a.k.a. Wild Tiger, and 
Barnaby Brooks Jr.'s partnership comes to a sudden end when Apollon 
Media's new owner Mark Schneider fires Kotetsu and moves Barnaby back 
into the First League, pairing him up with Golden Ryan, a new hero with 
awesome powers and a huge ego to match. When the heroes are sent to 
investigate a string of strange incidents tied closely to the city's Goddess 
Legend, they discover three super-powered NEXTs plotting to bring terror and 
destruction to Stern Bild. Viz
Shonen Jump Nura: Rise of the Yokai Claln Demon Capital Set 1 Nura: Rise Of 
The Yokai Clan continues with this action-packed season based on the hit 
Shonen Jump manga! Peace has returned to the Nura Clan following their 
victory against the Shikoku Yokai. But things do not stay quiet for long. Ryuji 
Kayaking, brother of Yuri the onimoyji, arrive in Ukiuoe Town bringing dire 
news: Hagoromo-Gitsune, the great Yokai who was once stopped by Supreme 
Commander Nurarihyon, has returned! The Third Heir Rikuo Nura must now 
travel across Japan to gain new powers and allies in order to face down his 
most powerful enemy!
Shonen Jump Nura: Rise of the Yokai Claln Demon Capital Set 2 Third Heir 
Rikuo Nura and his Night Parade of a Hundred Demons enter the city of Kyoto 
to stop Hagoromo-Gitsune's reign of terror. But their high spirits quickly turn 
into despair when the Kyoto yokai Tsuchi-Gumo decimates the Nura Clan 
single-handedly and takes Tsurara hostage. Now it's a race against time as 
Rikuo struggles to save Tsurara and reach Nijo Castle before Hagoromo 
Gitsune gives birth to Nue, a being that would bring an end to both humans 
and yokai! Viz
Pokemon BW Adventures in Unova and Beyond Our heroes prepare to enjoy 
the next chapter of their exciting adventures as Ash decides to return home to 
the Kanto region, and Iris and Cilan join him for an exciting cruise through the 
Decolore Islands! As our heroes journey from island to island, they meet new 
friends, new challenges, and even new Pokemon, as well as the occasional 
run-in with Team Rocket. And finally, a visit to Pallet Town to see family and 
friends shows just how enduring Ash's dreams really are! Episodes include: 
26-45. Viz
Tiger & Bunny Set 1 - Episodes 1-13 Stern Bild City is a thriving metropolis 
where superheroes called "Nexts" protect the streets, sponsors pull the strings, 
and a hugely popular show called Hero TV captures all of it. Veteran hero 
Kotetsu T. Kaburagi (AKA Wild Tiger) and hotheaded new hero Barnaby Brooks 
Jr. (nicknamed Bunny by Kotetsu) are to team up not only to protect Stern Bild 
City, but to earn as many points on Hero TV as possible. Joined by a diverse 
cast of heroes, all with different powers and answering to their own corporate 
sponsors, Tiger and Bunny must find a way to work together, uncover the 
secret of the "Ouroboros," and earn enough points to become this year's "King 
Of Heroes." Viz
Tiger & Bunny Set 2 - Episodes 14-25 Hailed as the heroes who saved Stern 
Bild, Kotetsu and Barnaby face a volley of media attention with Barnaby 
crowned as the new King of Heroes! Then, Kotetsu tries to discuss his 
conflicted feelings about continuing as Wild Tiger with Barnaby, but when a 
possible new lead comes up, Kotetsu instead gives his full attention to helping 
Barnaby find the true murderer of his parents. Viz
Tiger & Bunny The Movie The Beginning In the metropolis of Stern Bild, there 
are heroes who wear the logos of sponsors and protect the city from danger. 
Their exploits are broadcast on the popular HERO TV. Wild Tiger (Kotetsu T. 
Kaburagi) is a veteran superhero past his peak who is ordered by his company 
to team up with the rookie hero Barnaby Brooks Jr. Can these two 
mismatched superheroes overcome their differences to protect the city? Viz
Boruto Naruto Next Generations Set 1 Episodes 001-013 Meet Narutos son! 
His name is Boruto and hes just like his dadunfortunately. Hes rambunctious, 
rebellious, and more than a handful! Hes joined by the next generation of the 
Hidden Leaf Villageincluding Sarada, the daughter of Sasuke; and Mitsuki, a 
shinobi of mysterious lineage! Boruto and his friends have their hands full 
when they investigate a dangerous entity known as The Ghost. Can Boruto 
save the village just like dad? Viz
Shonen Jump Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan Set 2 Episodes 14-26 The Nura 
Clan faces a new threat: the 88 Demons of Shikoku, led by 
Inugamigyobu-Tanuki Tamazuki! Tamazuki sets his plan in motion to weaken 
the Nura Clan by targeting their key source of power - the local deities of 
Ukiyoe Town. In the absence of Supreme Commander Nurarihyon, Rikuo's 
resolve to become the Third Heir is put to the test, as he must unite the clan to 
face Tamazuki and his malicious weapon the Devil's Blade! Viz
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